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G
raphene's exceptional properties cre-
ate opportunities for a broad range
of applications, among others, in

electronics and sensors.1�8 Inherent noise,
especially low-frequency noise poses a prac-
tical limit on how small an input signal can
be in broadband circuits. Understanding low-
frequency noise in graphene devices is there-
fore a key step to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio and improve the performance of circuits
based on them.
Thus far, several groups have reported

studies on the behavior of low-frequency
noise in single-layer and few-layer graphene
field-effect transistors FETs.9�18 It has been
observed that the low-frequency noise power
in graphene FETs generally follows a 1/f fre-
quency dependence. In aqueous solutions,
it has been demonstrated that suspended
graphene helps reduce the noise level.18

However, the gate-voltage (or, equivalently,
the charge carrier density) dependence has
exhibited a variety of behaviors. In single-
layer graphene nanoribbons with width of
∼30 nm, the low-frequency noise power
density SV was found to follow Hooge's
empirical relation,11,19

SV(f ) ¼ RHV
2þβ

Nf γ
� A

V2þβ

f γ
(1)

with β≈ 0, and γ≈ 1, and where V and N are
the source-to-drain voltage and the total
number of charge carriers in the conducting
channel, respectively. A is usually called the
noise amplitude andRH is the noise, or Hooge
parameter. A depends on the area of the
sample,whereasRH is an intensiveparameter.
In devices with widths larger than 500 nm,

however, the gate-voltage dependence of
noise did not show apparent agreement with
Hooge's relation, and the behavior was rather
complicated. In the vicinity of the charge
neutrality voltage (Dirac point), where the
number of carriers is lowest, noise was at a

minimum, contrary to Hooge's relation. With
the gate voltage, Vg, increasingly away from
the Dirac point, the noise increased until it
reached a maximum at a sample-dependent
gate voltage, beyond which the noise started
to decrease. When both gate-voltage pola-
rities are considered, graphically, the noise
dependence on Vg displayed anM-like shape.
A simpler, V-shapeddependence, (whichdoes
not apparently followHooge's relation, either)
has been found in bilayer and multilayer
graphene samples.13

To account for these observations, sev-
eral models have been proposed. For ex-
ample, in a liquid-based field-effect device
the observed M-shaped dependence was
explained in terms of a charge noise model,
in which, at low carrier density, noise was
dominated by random charge fluctuations
close to the graphene layer, and, at high
density, by carrier scattering in the graphene
layer.9 The model also explained why the
noise maxima occurred when the normal-
ized transconductance, (dId/dVg)/Id, was the
largest. On the other hand, in an in-vacuum
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ABSTRACT We have investigated the low-frequency 1/f noise of both suspended and on-

substrate graphene field-effect transistors and its dependence on gate voltage, in the temperature

range between 300 and 30 K. We have found that the noise amplitude away from the Dirac point can

be described by a generalized Hooge's relation in which the Hooge parameterRH is not constant but

decreases monotonically with the device's mobility, with a universal dependence that is sample and

temperature independent. The value of RH is also affected by the dynamics of disorder, which is not

reflected in the DC transport characteristics and varies with sample and temperature. We attribute

the diverse behavior of gate voltage dependence of the noise amplitude to the relative contributions

from various scattering mechanisms, and to potential fluctuations near the Dirac point caused by

charge carrier inhomogeneity. The higher carrier mobility of suspended graphene devices accounts

for values of 1/f noise significantly lower than those observed in on-substrate graphene devices and

most traditional electronic materials.

KEYWORDS: graphene . 1/f noise . Hooge parameter . mobility . potential
fluctuations
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FET device, the observed increase of noise with in-
creasing carrier densitywas attributed to the decrease of
minority charge carriers induced by charge impurities15

(spatial-charge inhomogeneity model).
Furthermore, 1/f noise has been studied in a large

number of devices exposed to air for extended periods
of time (more than a month). The observed increase of
noise with time was attributed to decreased mobility
and increased contact resistance.14 On the other hand,
low frequency noise in graphene may be related to
slow relaxation processes, such as charge hopping
among electron and hole puddles where the evolution
of the puddles is slow.20 Overall, there has been no
consensus on a unified relationship that can account
for the diverse behavior of 1/f noise in graphene devices.
In this Article, we report a comparative study of the

low-frequency noise (henceforth denoted simply as
noise) in suspended and on-substrate graphene de-
vices. Our results are interpreted in terms of amodified
Hooge model that also allows the explanation of results
from previous reports. In our model, the Hooge parameter,
RH, is not constant but variable, and affected by (a) scat-
tering of the charge carriers, which contributes to a uni-
versal (i.e., sample independent) dependence of RH on
devicemobility, and (b) thedynamicsof thescattering, such
as trapping�detrapping, which, although makes a sam-
ple- and temperature-dependent contribution to RH as a
(Vg�independent) multiplication prefactor, does not
manifest itself directly in the DC transport character-
istics. Moreover, ourmodel suggests that the gate-volt-
age dependence of noise is due to contributions from
various scattering mechanisms, as well as charge car-
rier inhomogeneity near the neutrality point. It follows
from the model that the Hooge parameter would be
reduced by reducing charge trapping and the number
of scattering centers, which is consistent with our
observation of reduced noise in suspended graphene.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In total, we measured the noise characteristics of six
on-substrate, or nonsuspended, graphene devices (NSG)
and five suspended graphene devices (SG). In all cases,
we found that the normalized voltage noise SV/V

2 was
independent of the external drain current throughout
the temperature range of this work, indicating that the
noise was due to resistance fluctuations.21

The observed voltage noise generally followed the
1/f dependence of Hooge's relation19 eq 1. The noise
power parameter, γ, was found to be γ = 1.0( 0.1. The
noise amplitude, A, was determined from a fit of
the experimental f*SV (f)/V

2 data to eq 1. Figure 1 panels
a and b show the gate-voltage dependence of the
resistivity and the noise amplitude at room temperature
for a typical on-substrate graphene device (NSG5) and a
suspended graphene device (SG5), respectively. The
charge carrier densities are proportional to Vg, with
proportionality constants of 7.2 � 1010/(cm2

3 V) and

1.8 � 1010/(cm2
3 V), for NSG5 and SG5, respectively. As

seen in Figures 1a,b, in both samples the noise ampli-
tude A increases monotonically with increasing carrier
density. The V-like shape is contrary to Hooge's relation
eq 1 prediction, but is quite similar to the dependence
found in bilayer and multilayer graphene samples.13 In
other samples, such as NSG1 (see Figure 2b), we ob-
served an M-shaped dependence, with the noise am-
plitude increasing with increasing Vg near the charge
neutrality point but then decreasing at higher Vg, analo-
gous to recent results in single-layer graphene and liquid-
gated graphene transistors.9,15

Next we turn to the temperature dependence of the
devices' resistance and noise characteristics. Figure 2a
shows the resistivity versus gate voltage in an on-sub-
strate device (NSG1) from T = 300 to 30 K. The change
of the resistance with temperature is quite small, es-
pecially away from the Dirac point. This is not surpris-
ing, since for graphene-on-SiO2 devices the mobility is
mainly governed by temperature-independent charged-
impurity scattering.22 In sharp contrast, the temperature
dependence of noise is very strong, as seen in Figure 2b.
(Note that NSG1 has an area ∼35 times larger than
NSG5.) The noise amplitude decreased monotonically

Figure 1. Resistivity and noise amplitude in a single-layer
graphene device at room temperature as a function of gate
voltage, Vg.. (a) On-substrate device. Inset shows a typical
optical image and the scale bar is 1 μm. (b) Suspended device.
Inset shows a typical SEM image and the scale bar is 2 μm.
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with decreasing temperature, up to a factor of about 4
between 300 and 30 K, a temperature range through-
out which the noise spectrum was linear with 1/f de-
pendence. Below 30 K, a deviation from linearity was
observed, perhaps due to the onset of random tele-
graph noise, which is outside the scope of this work.
The very different dependencies of the resistance and
the noise on temperature highlight the sensitivity of
the latter to microscopic processes to which the resis-
tance is almost immune.
Similarly, we have studied the temperature depen-

dence of the noise amplitude in suspended graphene
devices. Figure 2c shows the resistivity versus gate
voltage for device SG5 between 300 and 30 K. As seen
in the figure, the resistivity at the Dirac point increases
much more with decreasing temperature than in the
case of on-substrate graphene, as a result of a reduced
residual carrier density.4,23 On the other hand, themobility
of SG5 (and other suspended devices) shows very weak
temperature dependence, similar to on-substrate devices.
The dependence of the noise amplitude on gate

voltage for SG5 at different temperatures is summarized
in Figure 2d, which is similar to that of other devices
that exhibit a V-shape dependence. As temperature
decreases from 300 to 30 K, the noise amplitude
decreases monotonically, except for an anomaly at

T = 50 K, at which the noise level is comparable to that
between 105 and 145 K. The overall noise reduction at
30 K relative to 300 K is about three times, that is,
comparable to the reduction observed in NSG1 (see
Figure 2b). The anomalous behavior at T = 50 K has
been observed in other suspended devices, although
at different temperatures. Its origin is not known.
To shed light on the results described above, we

have revisited Hooge's relation, which predicts that the
noise amplitude should be inversely proportional to
the total carrier number in the system: A = RH/N. We
first consider the simplest case, where devices with
different sizes but of similar quality and under identical
gating and temperature conditions are compared for
their noise amplitude. In this case, at any given gate
voltage we expect the carrier number to be propor-
tional to the channel area. As shown in Figure 3, we
found that the noise amplitude of the devices indeed
scales inversely with channel area, indicating that at
least this aspect of Hooge's relation is satisfied: at each
fixed gate voltage, the noise amplitude follows 1/N.
Therefore it seems justified to adopt Hooge's formal
relation as the basis for understanding noise in our
graphene devices.
The carrier number can also be changed by tuning

the gate voltage. However, as mentioned before, the

Figure 2. Temperature-dependent resistivity and noise amplitude in the temperature range of 30�300 K. (a) Resistivity vs
gate voltage in on-substrate device at different temperatures. (b) Noise amplitude vs gate voltage in on-substrate device at
different temperatures. (c) Resistivity vs gate voltage in suspended device at different temperatures. (d) Noise amplitude vs
gate voltage in suspended device at different temperatures.
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noise amplitude in graphene devices does not follow
the simple 1/Vg dependence expected from Hooge's
relation, but instead it shows a rather complicated
behavior. This logically suggests that varying Vg not
only changes the carrier number, but also varies the
properties of the channel itself and therefore the value
of the Hooge parameter. Indeed, the value of RH is not
necessarily a constant, but it may instead depend on
crystal quality and on the scattering mechanisms that
determine themobility μ.24 In a graphene device these
include charged impurity scattering, short-range dis-
order scattering, ripple scattering, etc.25 While the car-
rier mobility associated with charged impurity scattering
has been shown to be Vg independent, mobility asso-
ciated with all the other scattering mechanisms does
depend on Vg.

25 Thus it is reasonable to assume that RH

should also depend on Vg rather than being constant.
On the basis of the above consideration, we char-

acterize graphene by its mobility and look for a correla-
tion between RH and μ. The calculated Drude mobility
(μ = σ/(ne)) and the Hooge parameter RH = A � N =

(SV/V
2) � f � N at T = 300 K are plotted in logarithmic

scales on the upper part of Figure 4a for all the samples
studied (both on-substrate and suspended graphene).
Because of potential fluctuations induced by charged
impurities, the carrier concentration in the vicinity of
the Dirac point cannot be reduced to zero. Charge
carrier density smaller than the residual charge density
(typically 1011 cm�2 orVg≈ fewV inon-substratedevices,
and 1010 cm�2 or Vg ≈ 1 V in suspended devices) is not
considered for the calculations of RH and μ.
For each sample there are two curves (that in many

cases practically overlap), corresponding to the electron
and hole branches, such as those in Figure 1 panels a
and b. The correlation between RH and μ is obvious: in
all cases RH decreases with increasing μ. However, the
slopes for suspended and on-substrate devices are quite
different, being approximately�1.5 and�3, respectively,
as shown in Figure 4a. There is not a priori reason to

believe that this significant difference is intrinsic; it may
simply represent two different regimes of a com-
mondependence. The fact thatbothdeviceswithV-shape
andM-shapenoise characteristics havevery similarRH vsμ
dependence strongly suggests that there is a physical
phenomenon behind such a common dependence, and
calls for further experimental and theoretical study.
In Figure 4a, we have also included data extracted

from the literature,11,14,15 plotted along our own data
to test the generality of the RH�μ dependence de-
scribed above. We note that theRH vs μ curve obtained
from ref 11 has a singular slope of∼�1, which leads to
A = RH/N ≈ 1/μN ≈ R, hence the maximum amplitude
exhibited at the Dirac point in graphene nanoribbons.11

Although this behavior appears qualitatively differ-
ent from the results from all the other graphene
devices, the physical models behind them are quite
similar, with the only difference being the slope of
the RH vs μ dependence. The deviation of the slope
for graphene nanoribbons might be due to the
change of the electronic structure in the geometri-
cally confined devices.
The RH�μ dependence shown in Figure 4a remains

at lower temperatures, down to 30 K, in both sus-
pended and on-substrate graphene devices, although
in general the lower is the temperature the smaller
is the value of RH. Since μ is almost independent of T
[see the discussion above in relation to Figure 2a,c]
but RH is not, we can factorize RH's double dependence
on μ and T:

RH � f (μ)� g(T) (2)

where f(μ) canbeapproximatedas (1/μ)δwithδ≈1.5 and
3 for suspended and on-substrate devices, respectively,
and g(T) is related to the (temperature-dependent)
dynamic nature of the trapping�detrapping process,
density fluctuations, etc. in the devices.
By treating g(T) as temperature and device depen-

dent but mobility independent, we can get a “master”

Figure 3. Noise amplitude vs gate voltage for several NSG deviceswith similar quality but different sizes. The left panel shows
the raw data, in which noise amplitude spans over 2 orders of magnitude for different samples. The right panel shows the
area-scaled noise amplitude where all the curves roughly fall together. The insets show images of the devices.
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curve (shown in the lower part of Figure 4a) simply by
dividing RH in Figure 4a by different values (for differ-
ent devices), so that all the curves now fall practically
on top of each other. This behavior is consistent with
our assumption that the “static” scatteringmakes a uni-
versal contribution to the noise amplitude from mobi-
lity fluctuations, while the actual values of the noise
amplitude are also affected by “dynamic” contributions
that do not have a direct correspondence in the DC
transport characteristics.
In the following, we use the empirical relation be-

tween μ and RH we have found the connection of the
1/f noise to charge carrier scattering and to explain its
dependenceongatevoltage.Weconsider twoVg regimes:
one near the Dirac point (regime I), where local potential
fluctuations give rise to electron�hole puddles and the
effect of Vg is mostly to modify the relative distribution of

those puddles without changing much of the total carrier
density; and another regime (regime II), far away from the
Dirac point, where the potential fluctuations are relatively
small compared to thegate voltageand the carrier density
changes in proportion to Vg.
In graphene the mobility is limited by several scat-

tering mechanisms. Here we focus on the two most
important ones: short-range disorder scattering and,
long-range Coulomb scattering (from charged impu-
rities, etc.).25 Their different dependencies on the car-
rier density lead to a contribution to themobility that in
the case of disorder scattering is inversely proportional
to Vg (μS = 1/(CSVg)), whereas for Coulomb scattering is
independent of it (μL = 1/CL).

26�28 CS and CL are short-
range and long-range scattering constants, respectively,
that depend on the density and strength of the corre-
sponding scattering centers. Using Matthiesen's rule,
μ = (1/μSþ 1/μL)

�1 and the empirical result isRH≈ 1/μδ,
we can write the noise amplitude as

A ¼ RH=N � (1=μ)δ=N � (1=μSþ1=μL)
δ=Vg

� (CSVgþCL)
δ=Vg (3)

The dependence of A on Vg given by eq 3 is plotted
in Figure 4b for a set of arbitrary CS and CL values. The
solid lines in the figure show the separate contribution
of the short-range and long-range terms aswell as their
combination. For small Vg values, A decreases with
increasing Vg, whereas for large enough Vg, A increases,
regardless of the CS/CL ratio. On the other hand, the
crossover from one trend to another does depend on
CS/CL, and the smaller the ratio is, the larger is the value
of Vg at which A starts to increase.
With these results at hand, we can now interpret the

two very different behaviors observed in graphene
devices in regime II (Vg away from the Dirac point)
described earlier: in some devices A keeps increasing
with increasing Vg up to the highest voltagewe applied
to them, while in many others the initial increase is
followed by a definite decrease of A. The actual shape
of the A vs Vg curve depends on the interplay between
the two major scattering mechanisms. In SG devices,
for which Coulomb scattering is nearly absent (very
small CL), A is mainly affected by short-range disorder,
which gives rise to A≈ Vg

δ�1 from eq 3, or an increase
of A with increasing Vg for δ > 1. For NSG, on the other
hand, the Coulomb scattering dominates (large CL), so
that A ≈ 1/Vg, and A decreases with increasing Vg.
Now, the 1/Vg dependence, with its divergence as Vg

approaches zero, should dominate the region near the
Dirac point (regime I), regardless of the relative strength
of the two scattering mechanisms, which is contrary to
all our observations. To understand this discrepancy
one needs to keep inmind that near theDirac point the
graphene channel is not homogeneous but rather con-
sists of local “patches” with different carrier densities.
The gate voltageVgmodifies the configuration of those

Figure 4. (a) Power-law-like dependence of the Hooge
parameter on carrier mobility at room temperature. The
hollow symbols correspond to on-substrate devices and the
solid ones are for suspended devices. The upper part shows
the original values ofRH, which are shownagain in the lower
part after having been divided by an arbitrary number to
make them fall on the same master curve. The shifted data
points are plotted using the same symbols as their original
counterparts. The dashed line indicate the value of RH = 10�3,
which usually is a lower limit for conventional electronic
materials. (b) Qualitative gate voltage dependence of noise
amplitude for the Coulomb, short-range, and mixed scatter-
ing. The dotted lines near the charge neutrality point repre-
sent the gate voltage dependence of the noise amplitude
when the inhomogeneity of charge carriers is considered.
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patches, and changes the imbalance between the
number of electrons and holes, while the total number
of carriers (Ne þ Nh) remains approximately the same.
How to appropriately model such a complex system

of Dirac electrons/holes for noise analysis is a question
not fully answered yet. Xu et al.15 have explained the
“dip” in the noise-Vg dependence in terms of the sum
of normalized current noise from conduction channels
of electrons and holes in parallel. Here we generalize
that idea, calculating the total noise (instead of the
normalized noise) for resistors both in series and in
parallel. For simplicity, we treat such a system as a
network of resistors, each with a different number of
carriers and uncorrelated resistance noise. Although
the full validity of this assumption can be contested, it
is nevertheless based on an important fact;that at
least on the size scale of the devices (down to∼0.5 μm),
the noise is proportional to the excitation current, and
is therefore resistance noise (SV/V

2 = SI/I
2 = SR/R

2 =
Sσ/σ

2 = RH/N). That the size (with which the noise
amplitude scales) is comparable to long-wavelength
fluctuations of the e�h puddles in graphene/SiO2

(∼0.1 μm).29 In addition, since 1/f noise in typical metal
and semiconductor thin films has been shown to be
uncorrelated,30,31 in the absence of any published study
on the behavior of graphene, it seems reasonable to
assume thatwhat applies tometals and semiconductor
films, is applicable to graphene as well.
Let us consider two resistors with resistances R1 and

R2, and assume, for an easier discussion, that Ri ≈ 1/Ni.
This dependence is based on an assumption that
Coulomb scattering dominates at low carrier density,
so that the conductance is proportional to the carrier
density. If the resistors are in series, then the total
“resistance” noise power density is given by

SR ¼ SR1 þ SR2 ¼ R21RH

N1
þ R22RH

N2

� 1
N3
1
þ 1

(N � N1)
3 (4)

In this case, the minimum noise should happen when
N1 = N2 =

N/2. It should be noted that such a result can
be generally reached as long as Ri decreases monotoni-
cally with increasing Ni. If the resistors are in parallel, it is
easier to express the noise in terms of the “conductance”
noise,

Sσ ¼ Sσ1 þ Sσ2 ¼ σ2
1RH

N1
þ σ2

2RH

N2
� N1 þN2 ¼ N (5)

which is independent of the imbalance between elec-
trons and holes, as long as the total carrier number
remains constant. Note that the above results are with
the assumption of Ri≈ 1/Ni, but can be generally reached
as long as Ri decreases monotonically with increasing Ni.
Generalizing the above results to a combination of

resistors in series and parallel with the assumption of
Ri≈ 1/Ni, we infer thatwhenwe consider graphene as a
network like that, then its total noise has its minimum
when the channel is at its charge neutrality point, when
overall all the patches have a similar number of charge
carriers (N1 = N2). As Vg increases (but still within
regime I) into the electron (or hole) branch, the number
of carriers in the hole (or electron) puddles decrease,
resulting in an increase in the total noise amplitude as
long as these patches are partially in series with each
other, which is a realistic assumption.
Once Vg increases even further and the system is

outside the potential-fluctuation regime, noise is de-
termined by the nature of scattering, as explained earlier.
For devices dominated by short-range scattering, noise
keeps increasing monotonically with Vg, resulting in a
V-shape profile. On the other hand, in devices with
strong Coulomb scattering, noise decreases with in-
creasing Vg, and an M-shaped profile is observed for
the range of Vg values used in our study.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have studied low�frequency noise
in suspended-graphene and graphene-on-SiO2 de-
vices. To explain the experimental data, we have used
a generalized Hooge's relation in which the parameter
RH is not constant but decreases monotonically with
the device's mobility. This model allows us to correlate
the noise amplitude A with the leading electronic
scattering mechanisms, and explains well the diverse
dependence ofA on Vg observed in a variety of graphene
devices (including those in the literature) far from the
Dirac point. On the other hand, that model fails to
account for the observed increase of the noise ampli-
tude with increasing Vg near the Dirac point. This result
is explained, though, in terms of a network of resistors
in series and in parallel that mimic the charge imbal-
ance and electron�hole puddles caused by potential
fluctuations near the Dirac (charge-neutrality) point. As
a result of the high carrier mobility, suspended graphene
devices show low 1/f noise with RH < 10�3 at room
temperature, making them promising for low noise
electronics and sensor applications.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

In our study, graphene flakes (with width ranging from 0.4�6
μm) were mechanically exfoliated with Scotch tape from HOPG
onto a 285 nm-thick thermally grown SiO2 film on top of a
heavily p-doped Si substrate. Graphene FETs were fabricated

with standard electron beam lithography and metallizat-
ion (Cr/Au, 3/35 nm) methods. Prior to electrical measure-
ments, the devices were annealed overnight in ultrapure oxygen
at 180 �C. Suspended graphene devices were prepared from
conventional on-substrate devices andwet-etchedwith buffered
oxide etch (BOE) 7:1 through apredefinedPMMAwindow for 5min
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for complete removal of the SiO2 underneath graphene. Following
BOE etching, the devices were transferred into hot acetone for
removal of PMMA, and then into hot isopropyl alcohol. The samples
were kept in liquid during processing and until they were finally
taken out from hot isopropyl alcohol.4

Graphene devices were studied in a constant current source-
bias configuration. DC voltage and voltage noise between
source and drain of each device was amplified simultaneously
with two separate SIM 910 voltage amplifiers with a 100-gain
factor. Noise spectra were recorded using a SR770 FFT spectrum
analyzer with a 1000-time linear average. The measurement
setup was calibrated by measuring thermal noise from metal
film resistors, and noise background was routinely checked to
make sure it was well below the noise signal. All the measure-
ments were carried out in vacuum, with a small amount of high-
purity helium added as a heat-exchange gas for temperature-
dependent measurements in the 30�300 K range. In initial tests
we did not observe any significant difference between two-
terminal and four-terminal measurements, regarding contact
resistance and noise, thus the measurements reported here
were carried out in a two-terminal drain-source configuration.
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